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Very Merry Christmas

Marathon 



You Can't Fight Christmas

The Mistle-Tones

The Knight Before Christmas

The Plot: Edmund is soon to take over the family business, the Chesterton Hotel,
and his first order of business, with the help of his partner Millicent, is to get rid of
the frivolous Christmas tradition. But Leslie, the local Christmas designer will not be
intimidated by these scrooges. Instead she uses all her Christmas charms on
Edmund to get him to love Christmas - but will he also end up loving her?
Villain One-Liner: "We need to get Christmas the hell out of this place"
Clumsy-But-Make-It-Christmas: Falling off ladder while decorating Christmas tree

The Plot: Holly (aka Tia Mowry) has an amazing voice and a heart of gold, but it
turns out none of that means squat to Marci, the leader of the exclusive SnowBelles.
So Holly creates her own group and challenges the SnowBelles to a sing off at the
local mall (where apparently everyone spends their Christmas Eve?). But can Holly
teach her ragtag group how to do jazz squares in time for the big competition?
SnowBelle Snob: Tori Spelling (We know she's privileged because she's always
carrying a tiny dog)
Tori's Weakness: She's really bad at Christmas puns and it's embarrassing.

The Plot: A high school science teacher keeps trying to teach her students to
reach their goals and not waste time on love (ugh). But when a medieval knight is
transported to modern day she must reevaluate her priorities. 
Next Level Crossover: There is an ornament paying homage to Aldovia and The
Christmas Prince.
Possible #Ad: Alexa play Christmas music! 

Naughty & Nice

The Plot: Pepper, a radical radio host, gets caught in a prank gone wrong, and is
reassigned to the middle of nowhere. To make matters worse he does nothing but
fight with his overly sweet cohost. Can Sugar and Spice learn to play nice?????
Dr. Love: Haylie Duff
Netflix Match Probability For This Movie: 97%

A Cinderella Story Christmas Wish

The Plot: In a town with an insatiable desire for original Christmas music, Kat is
depressed because at 17 she's no Billie Eilish and her step-sister posts embarrassing
videos of her. Plus her Dad is dead. To make ends meet she is an elf at Santaland,
where she falls for Santa, who turns out to be a billionaire in disguise! But could he
and his rich influencer friends ever accept a peasant elf like her? 
Interesting Choice: Giving the evil stepsisters positive holiday (ish) names
Fairy Godmother: Bruno, an intuitive Boston Terrier (?), in a wheelchair
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The Holiday Calendar

No Sleep 'Til Christmas
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The Plot: A struggling photographer inherits an antique holiday advent calendar
that turns out to be magic! 
Our Favorite Witch Turned Photographer: Kat Graham 
Relevant Co-Star: Ron Cephas Jones as Gramps
Crossover Cameo: A Christmas Prince

The Plot: Two insomniacs struggle to get their lives in order. A problem
especially distressing for Lizzie because she has a Christmas wedding to plan!!
But the cure to their problems may be closer than they think!
Doppleganger Lead: Google Odette Annable and Arielle Kebbel. It's uncanny. 
Fun Fact: Two of the actors are married IRL. But I won't tell you which two actors
as to keep the mystery of it all alive. 

A Gift Wrapped Christmas

The Plot: Personal shopper Gwen meets her toughest challenge yet -- Charlie, a
workaholic, single dad who has no time for nonsense or loud patterns. 
The Likeable Lead: Meredith Hagner
The Less Likeable Son: Anthony Bolognese

Ghosting: The Spirit of Christmas

The Plot: Jess is unlucky in love and keeps losing jobs because she projects her
feminist agenda on inanimate objects. But her luck seems to have changed when
she meets Ben. That is until an unforeseen turn of events forces her to "ghost"
the very guy who could be the love of her life! Also it's Christmas. 
Your New BFF: Kimiko Glenn aka Peni Parker from the Spiderverse
Produced By: Freeform and Midwest Livestock (Not kidding, actual IMDB credit)

A Christmas Prince: The Royal Baby

The Plot: The Christmas Prince franchise continues with hilarious, relatable
anecdotes about pregnancy, like quirky cravings ... and the search for a sacred scroll
that will uphold a hundreds-year-old truce and is the only mean of preventing a curse
on your first born child. Dang Aldovia. 
Profound Trailer Moment: History isn't made by those who follow rules!
Tagline: I don't know if I'm ready to be a queen and a mom.

Same Time, Next Christmas

The Plot: Olivia heads to Hawaii for a Christmas vacation she'll never forget, only to
discover a handsome face she did forget: Jeff, her childhood vacation buddy. But will a
surprise visit by her city-slicker boyfriend ruin everything? Only time and a slightly
concerned, but intuitive Nia Vardalos will tell.
Familiar Face: Lea Michele
Familar Face You Can't Place: Charles Michael Davis, No Sleep Till Christmas Alum
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